
Storm™ Outdoor Television



NATURE NEVER 
LOOKED SO GOOD
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BORN TO
PERFORM.
Meet Storm, the perfect partner for the 

outdoor lifestyle. These high-performance 

televisions offer Séura’s proprietary 

technologies designed with the finest 

quality for outdoor environments. Expertly 

engineered to brave the elements while 

providing the brightest, most vivid picture, 

Séura’s carefully crafted Storm is in a 

class of its own. 

Séura, defining image.



Designed for service. 
Less time waiting. More time watching.
In typical environments, Storm will never need to be serviced. But in especially 

dusty, smoky, or sandy environments, Storm’s filters may need to be cleaned 

occasionally. Storm is designed to easily disassemble and service in place without completely 

uninstalling the product. Save time and hassle by cleaning Storm’s internal filters and parts while it 

remains mounted to the wall. Designed for service. Designed for life.
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So hot, it’s cool.
From the frozen tundra to sweltering heat, Storm thrives in any 

climate. Storm is designed to perform when the temperatures rise 

and drop, even if you aren’t. From Arizona’s summer desert heat, 

to Wisconsin’s blustery winters, Storm is meant to live outside 

year-round. Storm can withstand the harshest weather conditions 

and temperatures -30˚ F to 140˚ F. Storm’s unique thermal control 

system keeps components at optimal performance temperatures 

in extreme heat and bitter cold. Even if you aren’t outside 

watching television in the snow, rest easy knowing your television 

is safely waiting until the weather is perfect for you.

LuminOptics™ technology. 
A brilliant picture in any light.
Competing with the sun for brightness is a challenge, but Séura’s 

exclusive LuminOptics technology is a good match. Storm delivers 

a remarkably clear picture even on sunny days. An ultra-bright 

1080p high definition display offers vivid color and clarity in sunny 

environments. Complete with a colorless anti-reflective tempered 

safety glass, Séura’s exclusive LuminOptics technology delivers a 

brilliantly vibrant picture in any environment.

Activ™ airflow system. Fresh air inside and out.
Storm’s dual-path Activ Airflow system naturally controls moisture that may accumulate due 

to extreme temperature changes. With a refined air input and output design, fresh air freely 

circulates through the product, keeping the internal temperature and humidity at optimal 

levels. Totally protected from the elements, Storm’s filters aren’t susceptible to damage from 

leaves, twigs, or curious fingers. With twice the filter area as other outdoor televisions, Storm 

requires less cleaning and more enjoying.
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Typical TV Display

With LuminOptics™ Technology

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY. 
TELEVISION EVOLUTION.



Screen Sizes 42", 47", 55"

Integration HDMI (2), VGA, USB, Composite Video, ATSC Tuner, Coax Antenna, RS-232

1080p Full HD Video 16:9 Aspect Ratio, 1920 x 1080 Resolution

Audio 2 x 10W Speakers, Audio Line Out

Temperature Rating -30°F to 140°F*

Humidity Rating 10% - 85%

Brightness 700 cd/m2

Viewing Angle 178˚ Horizontal/Vertical

Response Time 6.5 ms

Power Consumption < 10W Standby/200W-330W In Use

Mount VESA Pattern 300 x 600 mm (42" & 47"), 400 x 800 mm (55")

Screen High-Performance Anti-Reflective Tempered Safety Glass

Remote Control Séura Waterproof Remote Control

LuminOptics™ Technology A combination of carefully crafted anti-reflective glass screen and high-brightness panel with vivid color and 
clarity delivers a remarkable picture even in sunny environments.

Activ™ Airflow Filtration System Refined air input and output design maintains optimal performance conditions. Dual filters are low maintenance 
and protected from damage.

Weatherproof Tight seal aided by Séura’s Precision O-Ring System protects from water and contaminant damage.  
Air vents are shielded by water-resistant filters and unique design.

Connectivity Large media compartment has room for media boxes and cable anchors with space for hands to comfortably 
manage. Removable cover for easy access.

Exterior Construction Robust aircraft-grade aluminum construction withstands impact and cosmetic wear and tear.  
Powder-coated with a durable finish.

Serviceability Unique design allows easy access to internal parts and cleaning of glass and filters while product remains 
mounted. There is no need to uninstall the product for maintenance.  

Distribution Network Protected distribution to qualified AV retailers only. Not available online or at discount retailers.

AT A GLANCE
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SPECIFICATIONS

BENEFITS

INTEGRATION. 
INSIDE OUT.
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42"

47"

55"

* Installation in direct, intense sunlight reduces the maximum permitted air temperature.
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